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I. INTRODUCTION
Language is human phenomena, because language is basic thing to

communicate one to other. Language also builds one culture in a specific areas, it
means that one area has their own language to interact each other as one society.
For instance, every area in Indonesia has its own language. Such as Jakarta uses
Betawi language, Surabaya uses Java language, Bandung uses Sunda language
and Medan also uses Batak Language. Not only in the large society, there are any
specific society that rises up in our environment, that is classroom. Classroom is
one of small society that actually need special language to communicate each
other, such as communication between lecturer/ teacher - student and Student -
students. In this case, the researcher take specific place, that is lecturing classroom
between lecturer - student. Another case is this class is English department student.
English department is actually each lecturer comes into the class room with
English as the primary language, but actually if the lecturer speaks English
permanently, students gets confuse about the lecture itself. That is way, the
lecturer switch English into Bahasa Indonesia. But, the researcher still curious
about the reason is that correct or wrong reason to switch the language. That is
way, this research going to explore more about that.
1.1 Code-Switching

The discussion about code switching usually includes discussing about
code mixing. Both of them occurred in bilingual society and both is similarity in
order to it’s difficult to differentiate (Chaer & Agustina, 2004). The similarity
code switching and code mixing is both of them used in bilingual or multilingual
or two variant from a language in one community speech. The use of code
switching because of several factors and one of them is situational and linguistics
factors that enable to use it whereas, code switching and code mixing are well-
known traits in the speech pattern of the average bilingual in any human society
the world over. Hymes (1974) defines only code-switching as “a common term
for alternative use of two or more languages, varieties of a language or even
speech styles” while Bokamba (1989) defines code switching is the mixing of
words, phrases and sentences from two distinct grammatical (sub) systems across
sentence boundaries within the same speech even code-mixing is the embedding
of various linguistic units such as affixes (bound morphemes), words (unbound
morphemes), phrases and clauses from a co-operative activity where the
participants, in order to infer what is intended, must reconcile what they hear with
what they understand.
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Appel and Musyken, (1987) defined that code switching is the process of
switchovers the language action because of the situation change. Besides that,
Hymes (1974) also stated that code switching has become a common term for
alternate use of two or more language, variety of language, or even speech styles.
Hoffman (1991) states code switching is the language changes occurring over
phrases or sentences. According to Holmes (2008), code switching occurs when
the speaker shifts from one language to another or when the speaker switches
from one code to another. Code switching can occur quite frequently in an
informal conversation among people who are familiar and have a shared
educational, ethnic and social economic background. It is avoided in a formal
speech situational among people especially to those who have little in common
factors in terms of social status, language loyalty and formality. (Hoffman, 1991).

Lester (2010) claims that many scholars have attempted to definethe term
“code switching” and each understands the concept from different points of
view.Lester (2010) also stated that in earlier studies, Bokamba (1989) suggests
that “code switching is the mixing of words, phrases and sentences from two
distinct grammatical (sub) systems across sentenceboundaries within a speech
event”. Numan and Carter (2001) define code switching as “a phenomenon of
switching from one language to another in the same discourse”. In a more recent
publication, Unanumo (2008) regards code switching as the use of more than one
language in a conversation.
1.2 Types of Code Switching

Romaine (2000) states there are three types of code switching. Each of
types is discussed below.
1.2.1 Inter-sentential code switching

Appel and Musyken (1987)stated that inter-sentential codes switching is
the switch involving movement from one language to other between sentences.
This situation may also include a switch from a whole sentence or more than one
sentence produced entirely in one language. Inter sentential code switching may
serve to emphasize a point made in the other languages in conversation. For
example, Spanish/English code switching: Y leugo me dijo “Don’t worry about it.
(And then he told me, “Don’t worry about it”.). Another example is:

Speaker : hmmm….it smells really good. Nah, Sekarang udah jadi
makanannya so sekarang kita bisa melihat tulangnya
sudah dikeluarin biar lebih gampang makannya, trus
ditambah.What is it called? (Susanto, 2008)

The example of inter-sentensial code switching is found in the sentence.
Speaker says “hmmm….it smells really good. Nah, Sekarang udah jadi
makanannya so sekarang kita bisa melihat tulangnya sudah dikeluarin biar lebih
gampang makannya, trus ditambah. What is it called?” This example includes to
inter-sentensial code switching because the data shows that speaker switches
English to Indonesian between sentences. The first sentence, speaker says
“hmmm….it smells really good.” Then she switches to Indonesian in the next
sentence “Nah, Sekarang udah jadi makanannya so sekarang kita bisa melihat
tulangnya sudah dikeluarin biar lebih gampang makannya, trus ditambah.”, then,
she switches again to English in the next sentence “What is it called?”
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Further supported by (Hoffman, 1991), inter-sentential switching is the
switch from one language into another language which occurs between sentences
or speech acts.
1.2.2 Intra-sentential code switching

Intra-sentential code switching concerns language alternation that occurs
within a sentence or a clause boundary. Sometimes it includes mixing within word
boundaries since intra-sentential code switching occurs within sentence / clause/
word boundaries/ phrase. For example:

A : Dari jam sepuluh empat lima tekan jam sewelas seprapat kan?
(From ten forty five to eleven fifteen, isn’t it?) (Susanto, 2008).

1.2.3 Tag switching
Tag switching involves the insertion of a tag from one language into an

utterance which is otherwise entirely in other language. For example: “Oh, ya,
saya tau. Di sebelah selatan sana tu, ya? (Oh, yes, I know, on the South side over
there, isn’t that?) (Susanto, 2008).

Tag question may be used as a polite request or to avoid the impression of
a firm order, for example, “jendela ditutup ya, sebelum tidur”. (shut the window,
won’t you, before you sleep).

Further supported by Hoffmann (1991) it is exclamation or tags which are
serving as an emblem of the bilingual character. For example:
An adult Spanish-American English speaker says:
“. . . Oh! Ay! It was embarrassing! It was very nice, though, but I was embarrassed.
“(Hoffmann, 1991)

Speakers of certain bilingual communities systematically produce
utterances in which they switch from one language to another (called code
switching), possibly several times, in the course of an utterance. Production and
comprehension of utterances with intra-sentential code switching is part of the
linguistic competence of the speakers and hearers of these communities. Much of
the work on code switching is in the sociolinguistic framework and also at the
discourse level. Recently there have been few studies of code switching within the
scope of a single sentence. Also until recently, this phenomenon has not been
studied in a formal or computational framework.

The discourse level of code switching is important, however, it is only at
the Intra sentential level that we are able to observe with some certainty, the
interaction between two grammatical systems. These interactions, to the extent
they can be systematically characterized, provide a nice framework for
investigating some processing issues both from the generation and parsing points
of view.

There are some important characteristics of intra sentential code switching
which give hope for the kind of work described here. They are:

1. The situation which we are concerned with involves participants who are
about equally fluent in both languages,

2. Participants have fairly consistent judgments about the "acceptability" of
mixed sentences. (In fact it is amazing that participants have such
acceptability judgments at all.),

3. Mixed utterances are spoken without hesitation, pauses, repetitions,
corrections, etc., suggesting that intra sentential code switching is not
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some random interference of one system with the other. Rather, the
switches seem to be due to systematic interactions between the two
systems,

4. The two language systems seem to be simultaneously active,
5. Intra-sentential code switching is sharply distinguished from other

interferences such as borrowing, learned use of foreign words, filling
lexical gaps, etc, all of which could be exhibited by monolingual speakers,
Despite extensive intra-sentential switching, speakers and hearer usually

agree on which language the mixed sentence is "coming from". We call this
language the matrix language and the other language the embedded language.
These interesting characteristic the mixed sentences suggest that the two language
systems are systematically interacting with each other in the production (and
recognition) of the mixed sentences.

1.3 The Functions of Code Switching
Susanto (2008) state that there are seven functions of code switching. Each

function is discussed below.

1.3.2 To serve a quotation
It means that reciting another person’s speech and reporting it in

conversation. This instance of code switching functions as a direct quotation of
another person’s speech. Susanto (2008) givesan example :
A : Jeded, sampai pusat Pak Rektor bilang meneh, “Sangune wes ono ta?

Bang [imitative verb adjunct with mak, usually used to refer to slimming
the door], when I reached the center administration, Mr Rector said again,
“You have received the traveling funds, haven’t you?”

1.3.3 To emphasize interjection
As an interjection includes exclamations or sentence fillers such as; nah,

lha, lho, and tag question, for example, (i) yo toh, nggih toh (Susanto, 2008). This
is an example as follows:
Speaker : hmmm….it smells really good. Nah, Sekarang udah jadi makanannya

sekarang kita bisa melihat tulangnya sudah dikeluarin biar lebih
gampang makannya, trus ditambah,What is it called?

The sentence “hmmm….it smells really good. Nah, Sekarang udah jadi
makanannya so sekarang kita bisa melihat tulangnya sudah dikeluarin biar lebih
gampang makannya, trus ditambah, What is it called?” happens in the kitchen
when the speaker, the hearer, the native cooked together. The situation of this
conversation is informal and relaxes. The sentence containing metaphorical reason,
as explained by Susanto, an interjection includes exclamations or sentence fillers
such as; nah, lha, lho, and tag question, for example, (i) yo toh, nggih toh
(Susanto, 2008). This conversation occurs when the speaker and the Native cook
together and the food has cooked. Speaker’ utterance in the sentence includes
exclamation, it is “Nah”. If we translate speaker’s utterance into English it means
that Nah, Sekarang udah jadi makanannya so sekarang kita bisa melihat
tulangnya sudah dikeluarin biar lebih gampang makannya, trus ditambah means
Nah, now the food has already cooked so we can see the bones which have taken
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out to make it easier to eat, then added. Speaker switches to Indonesian because
the hearer does not know English much and she wants to share her solidarity to
the audiences of that program because most of the audiences in theprogram are
Indonesian people. Speaker switches to Indonesian because that is program sets in
informal situation and relax.

1.3.4 To mark personality and objection
Code switching as a function of making personality and objection, in this

case, it is used to express a degree of emotional involvement by the speaker in the
message; the use of language A is more personalized, while language B reflect
more distance. For example:
Peasant : Aspilek. Diberi dhulu resep Dokter Dewi, malah rong taq [...]
Teacher : Aspilex. Dr Dewi gave him a prescription, but I haven’t [bought it

for him]. (In this case the speaker purposely left unspoken the
notion “bought” which would require a choice between an
honorific or none)

Inter : pil to?
Locator : Pills?
Peasant : iku nanti digeros he iso. Turon panas.
Teacher : you can just pulverize it. It brings the fever down.

1.3.5 To clarify or qualify a message
This is usually influenced by the speaker’s understanding of a particular

topic of conversation. A topic introduces in language A and clarifies in language
B to qualify a message (Susanto, 2008). For example:
Speaker : “It is good. Inikan masih basah, sambil nunggu kering kita coba

indian dance”

In the data, speaker says “it is good. Inikan masih basah, sambil nunggu
kering kita coba indian dance”. This utterance has metaphorical reason. In that
utterance the speaker switches from English to Indonesian to qualify or clarify her
message. It is done by the presenter bacause the hearer does not understand
English much. From the example above, the speaker switches her language to
Indonesian because of other participant who is joining in the conversation. The
speaker wants to share her solidarity especially to the guess star and to the
audiences who watch that program.
1.3.6 To specify an addressee

The purpose of this switching is usually to notify the interlocutor that the
speaker is inviting him/her to participate the conversation. This occurs because of
the presence of the third person or because the speaker wants to exclude or
include a certain person in a conversation. The speaker in this switching tends to
become an agent who initiates or invites the interlocutor to speak the language, or
represents an agent who has to adapt him/herself to the interlocutor’s language
(Susanto, 2008). For example:
The China society : Lao Xing (calling “Lao Xing”)
The China man : Lao Xing, hui lai (Lao Xing, you are come back)
Son : Xie Xie (terima kasih)
Monique : Lao Xing (calling “Lao Xing”)
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Mr. Fogg : Goodness, that’s quite a welcome. Do these people know
him?

Monique : It must be their custom, the way of they welcome all
Strangers Lao Xing (calling “Lao Xing”)

Mr. Fogg : Lao Xing (calling “Lao Xing”)
Son : Xiang wode peng you man wen hao. (Give your best to my

friends).
[Lao Xing said to the China children when the first coming
in Lanzhou village]

Lao Xing’s mother : Whoo! Lao Xing. Hai ni, n hui lai le. (Wow, Lao Xing.
My son, you are back)

Son :Mama ta. (mama)

Metaphorical code switching has a certain purposes of characters, such as
when the Monique and Mr. Fogg say, “Lao Xing!” and the son says to his mother,
“ Mama ta.” (mama). Those have purpose to specify address, and indicate
relationship between code switching politeness.
1.3.7 To reiterate

Code switching is sometimes used to reiterate what just been said by the
speaker. It purposes is to clarify and emphasize the message (Susanto, 2008). For
example:
Adi : “Sampun disampekaken niku wau Maz aztu. Nggih jadi awalnya sudah

disampaikan.” That matter has already been discussed brother Aztu. Yes,
so at th beginning that matter has been discussed.

In this conversation, Andi reiterates his message in response to Aztu’s
disagreement with the idea of interchanging the imam for prayer of Idul Fitri and
Idul Adha. However, it was too late for Aztu to express his disagreement.
1.3.8 To carry out a referential

Bilinguals code switch because they lack sufficient knowledge of one
language or lack of the ability to satisfactorily express their selves in that
language on a certain subject. For example:
Mr Fogg : “Is there anything you’ve told me that’s even remotely true?
Passepartout : “I really can sing. Frere jacques, Frere jacques, Dormez-vous

Dormez-vous. Sonnez les matines. Sonnez les matines. Ding, ding,
ding,ding, ding, ding. (are you sleeping? are you sleeping? Brother
John, Brother John; Morning bell are ringing; Morning bell are
ringing; Ding, ding, ding,ding, ding, ding.)

1.4 Causes of Using Code switching
The code switching occur sometimes because of attitudinal type, it is the

background of speakers attitude and linguistic type, it also because of the
language limitation (linguistic constraints), besides that it is the reason to identify
roles, varieties, and desires to explain and interpreting something.

According to Suwito (1985) stated that there are several causes why code-
switching occurs. They are:

1. Speaker which involves in the event,
2. opponent speak (speaking partner),
3. the attending of third speaker,
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4. topic,
5. awakening humor,
6. for prestige,
7. language,
8. situation, and
9. habit.

Based on several factors as mentioned above, there are also factors that
contribute to the use of code switching. It is occurs because of situation in this
place; by the existence of tourism industry makes the situation whereas it happens.

By the situation factors the code switching occurs where, the participants in
the Toba Batak wedding ceremony use more than one language. It is because the
situation demands them to use code switching because of the different culture
among the participant. Code switching usually occurs because of the situation is
change; in order to Toba Batak people speak their local language (Bahasa Daerah)
different than before. It means that their native language influenced by the
situation, and their habitation and also bilingual or multilingual community.
Besides that, code switching also occurs because of several factors as such; social
factors, ethnic background, and age (Syahdan, 1996).
1.5 English Department Student

English department student is one of department in Faculty of Teaching
Training and Education in University of Prima Indonesia. That actually each
lecturer that has English lecture must use English as the language interaction. That
is way. The lecturer must use English when they explain their material to student
inside of the classroom.

II. METHOD
This research will be conducted by applying qualitative research design.

The data of this research is lecturer utterance in English department student’s
classroom. The source of this research is English department lecturer. Lecturer
teaches every day in different class. The instrument of data collection in this
research is tape-recorder need to record all of lecturer utterance when lecturing in
the classromm during the observation.

III. FINDING
The finding of this research is about the function and the factor of lecturer

did code-switching in English department students’ classroom. The first, function
of code-switching in this case are: to emphasize interjection, to clarify or quantify
a message, and to reiterate. The rest of them do not occur in this case. The second
is about the function code-switching that was done by the lecturer in the English
department students’ classroom, they are: topic, language, and situation. The rest
of them do not occur as the factor of lecturer’s code-switching in English
department students’ classroom.

3.1 Function of Code-Switching
Susanto (2008) state that there are seven functions of code switching. They

are: to serve a quotation, to emphasize interjection, to mark personality and
objection, to clarify and quantify a message, to specify an adressee, to reiterate
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and to carry out referential, but in this case, the function of code-mixing that was
done by lecturerin English department students’ clasroom are:
Table 4.1 Function of code-mixing
No Function of code-switching Result
1 To emphasize interjection As an interjection includes

exclamations or sentence fillers such as;
nah, lha, lho, and tag question, for
example, (i) yo toh, nggih toh (Susanto,
2008).

2 To clarify or qualify a message This is usually influenced by the
speaker’s understanding of a particular
topic of conversation. A topic
introduces in language A and clarifies
in language B to qualify a message
(Susanto, 2008).

3 To reiterate Code switching is sometimes used to
reiterate what just been said by the
speaker. It purposes is to clarify and
emphasize the message (Susanto,
2008).

3.2 Factor of Code-Switching
According to Suwito (1985) stated that there are several causes why code-

switching occurs. They are: Speaker which involves in the event, opponent speak
(speaking partner), the attending of third speaker, topic, awakening humor, for
prestige, language, situation, and habit. In this case, not all of the factors occur in
lecturer’s class interaction. They are in the table below:
Table 4.2 Factor of Code-Switching
No Factor of code-switching Yes No
1 Speaker which involves in the

event
- √

2 opponent speak (speaking
partner)

- √

3 the attending of third speaker - √
4 topic √ -
5 awakening humor - √
6 for prestige - √
7 Language √ -
8 Situation √ -
9 Habit - √

IV. CONCLUSION
Based on the analysis of the data, there are some important points are

concluded, the function of lecturer’s code-switching in English department
students’ classromm is to emphasize interjection, to clarify or quantify a message,
and to reiterate and the factor is topic, language, and situation.

21
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